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GREEN CAPEX

Greenﬂation, Returns and Opportunity
The Russia-Ukraine war, inﬂation, recognition of the need for energy reliability and rising interest rates are driving debates around how
private sector and public sector commitment to Green Capex will evolve and whether this raises or lowers the attractiveness of investment
opportunities towards achieving Net Zero, Infrastructure and Clean Water goals. We continue to see Green Capex as an underappreciated
secular growth trend as investments rise towards Decarbonization, Infrastructure and Clean Water goals. Even as the incremental $2.8
trillion in annual investment needed this decade vs. 2016-20 is not fully on track: (a) capex + R&D medium-term growth expectations have
risen over the past six months, both on an absolute basis and modestly relative to operating cash ﬂow; and (b) governments appear more
committed to increasing or stimulating Green Capex, particularly in Europe. We believe corporate returns and forward corporate
returns momentum will be a key driver of stock performance, and in this report we present screens that highlight sectors where we see
favorable, resilient and/or improving corporate returns levered to technologies needed in the Green Capex mosaic.
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PM Summary
We continue to see Green Capex as an underappreciated secular growth trend as investments rise towards
Decarbonization, Infrastructure and Clean Water goals. Even as the incremental $2.8 trillion in annual investment
needed this decade vs. 2016-20 is not fully on track, capex + R&D growth expectations for Green Capex critical
sectors have more than doubled — FactSet consensus now implies a 5.3% CAGR in 2021-24 vs. 2.5% previously. With
price inﬂation a necessity for some sectors and cost inﬂation a risk for other sectors within the Green Capex mosaic,
we believe corporate returns and forward corporate returns momentum will be a key driver of stock performance —
particularly as the Street focuses more closely across sectors on proﬁtability. We continue to see favorable
investment opportunities of companies through the Green Capex supply chain.

Green Capex takeaways
1. Capex and R&D expectations for Green Capex-critical sectors have moved higher over the past six months, now
expected based on Factset consensus to grow at a 5.3% annual rate in 2021-24 vs. 2.5% previously.
2. Corporate returns revisions are mixed, but the forward remains favorable. We believe investors will closely look at
the implications of inﬂationary pressures (ability to pass through higher costs to customers) and greater corporate capex
on corporate-level returns. Since February, more Green Capex sectors have seen downward revisions to corporate
returns by our analysts than upward revisions. However, our analysts expect a majority of Green Capex sectors to have
corporate returns above the global median and/or have corporate returns on the rise in 2023 or 2024 vs. 2022.
3. We expect innovation to accelerate in Clean Reliable Energy and Energy Efﬁciency as a result of greater
deployment.
4. Policy support has strengthened in Europe via the RePowerEU plan.
5. Economic growth and consumer impact are key risks even as our Economics Research team expects a soft landing in
the United States. This could present downside risk to analyst estimates and corporate returns. We have seen a
slower-than-expected closing of Green private equity funds since our last update.
6. We continue to see underappreciated opportunities throughout the Green Capex supply chain as ESG fund
overweights remain highly concentrated. Excluding Oil & Gas, Metals & Mining and Energy Equipment & Services,
we highlight 12 sectors (see Exhibit 1) that meet at least two of the following three criteria: Corporate returns
expectations that have not degraded since our last update published February 2 (before the Russia/Ukraine war);
Corporate returns in 2022-23 that are expected to be above global or regional sector median; Corporate returns that are
expected to rise in 2023 or 2024 vs. 2022. The Semiconductors and Software sectors meet all three criteria.
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7. We maintain our expectations for Green Capex spare capacity at $1.0 trillion annually. Spare capacity is now even
more heavily concentrated in Oil/Gas, which we believe will increase considerations by Sustainability investors to deploy
engagement strategies focused on ESG Improvers or those with low cost and low environmental footprint.
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Exhibit 1: With consensus expectations for capex and R&D through 2024 for Green Capex-critical sectors revised up meaningfully vs. 2H21, we focus on implications to corporate returns.
Semiconductors is the only sector reinvesting above the global sector median in which returns have not degraded, are still above average and are forecast to rise. Outside of Oil & Gas
Metals & Mining and Energy Equipment/Services, there are 12 other Green Capex sectors which have favorable corporate returns and/or returns momentum.
Overview of sectors for which (1) corporate returns analyst estimates have not degraded vs. our Feb. 2 report, (2) estimated corporate returns in 2022E-23E are above average (ex. Financials and Real
Estate) and (3) corporate returns are forecast to rise in 2023E or 2024E vs. 2022E. Bolded sectors have above-average — ex. Financials & Real Estate — reinvestment rate (refers to 2022E-23E average)

Corporate returns are considered not degraded if current estimates are higher than or within 0.2% of prior estimates. Calculations refer to the sector 22E/23E average CROCI.
Source: Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research
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Re-investors vs. Revenue Beneﬁciaries debate
While we believe the need for increased Green Capex is secular, we see normal investor debates over whether equity
outperformance can occur during the capex phase vs. harvest phase. Green Capex companies for which consensus
Capex + R&D estimates have increased in recent months have not been rewarded by investors vs. their sector peers. This
suggests that presently investors are rewarding revenue beneﬁciaries over re-investors. We believe for companies increasing
capex (particularly on longer lead time projects), investors are likely to focus on:
n

Whether the increased capex will lead to similar vs. greater vs. lower corporate returns; and

n

The time horizon of the investment cycle and when a company would shift from investment mode to harvest mode
(when projects come online).

Given the market’s increased focus on proﬁtability, we expect an increased focus on corporate returns and note that the
stocks screened as Green Re-investors and Green Revenue Beneﬁciaries both include only companies where cash return on
cash invested exceeds sector regional or global average in 2022E or 23E.
Exhibit 2: Stocks that screen for each of our three Green Capex investment themes have
outperformed respective benchmarks since the beginning of 2020 and the beginning of 2021
but not 2022 YTD
Price performance vs. GICS 3 peers for Green Capex stocks among top-100 companies for which
consensus Capex + R&D estimates have moved upwards the most vs. 6 months ago (blue line), 3
months ago (light blue line) or 1 month ago (gray line)
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Note: Equal weighted indices. Includes stocks with corporate returns above average -- referred to
global or regional sector average, ex. Greenablers. Stock selection based on constraints discussed
in Green Capex: Making Infrastructure Happen report, but includes Neutral and Sell-rated stocks as
opposed to just Buy-rated stocks.

Source: Reﬁnitiv, FactSet, Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research
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Source: Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research
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Green Capex needs remain robust: Updating what we believe is on track
We continue to believe Green Capex will be the multi-year secular theme driving the next wave of infrastructure as
focus rises to decarbonize the world and meet Clean Water and infrastructure goals. We see the need for $2.8 trillion
incremental annual investment on average this decade vs the 2016-20 average. As we detailed in our Green Capex: Making
Infrastructure Happen report, Green Capex toward Net Zero, Infrastructure and Clean Water needs to increase to $6 tn
annually in the 2020s to achieve Net Zero and other Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) — see Exhibit 3. Green Capex
for these three focus areas has been about $3.2 trillion annually within 2016-2020, which represents about 15% of average
global gross capital formation during 2016-19. Incremental Green Capex will be needed from a combination of governments,
private companies and public companies, and will involve, in our view, an all-in approach across multiple sectors that will be
critical or needed on path to Net Zero, Infrastructure and Clean Water goals (see Exhibit 4). With continued inﬂationary
pressures, we see potential upside risk to the $6.0 trillion annually that is required this decade. At the same time, the
potential for greater deployment of solutions could increase the pace of innovation in areas like hydrogen, battery storage
and energy efﬁciency.
We believe the private sector is still on track for $0.9 tn (in-line with our prior estimate) of the incremental $2.8
trillion Green Capex needed annually in the 2020s, with the higher contribution by publicly traded companies offset
by lower expected private equity fundraising. Compared to our latest update, we believe the private sector remains on
track to invest $0.9 tn more annually on average vs. 2016-20.

27 June 2022

n

We raise our estimates for incremental Green Capex on track this decade from publicly traded companies to $0.6
trillion from $0.5 trillion previously. We derive our $0.6 trillion applying: (1) consensus expectations for capex growth in
2022 and 2023; (2) a 3.5% (vs. 3.0% prior) overall Capex + R&D CAGR post-2023; and (3) a 1.5% Green Capex mix shift
— consistent with the ﬁndings detailed in our November 2021 ESG of the Future report introducing analyst forecasts for
Green Capex and Green Revenue mix.

n

We revise our estimates for incremental Green Capex on track this decade from privately held companies to $0.3
trillion from $0.4 trillion previously. We revise downward our expectations in Green Capex-related private capital raised
(Renewable Energy, Clean Tech, Environmental Services, Utilities, Water funds) due to total funds raised in 2021 coming
below our prior estimates. Data for 2021 indicates private equity capital raised for infrastructure, Climate and Clean Water
objectives totaled $65 bn. Adding leverage to the equity component at a 50%/50% equity/debt split, the incremental
capital available from privately held companies in 2021 would total $124 bn (vs. $135 bn based on prior estimates). A
scenario where private equity capital raised grows at a 20% CAGR — above the 12% historical CAGR of capital available
to invest, and in-line with our Asset Management and Capital Markets teams’ view of increasing share of
ESG/Infrastructure capital — would imply incremental available capital from privately held companies of $0.3 tn on
8
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average within 2021-2030 (vs. about $0.4 tn as indicated in our prior reports).
We maintain our expectations for spare capacity from publicly traded companies of $1.0 trillion annually. As we detail
later in the report, while spare capacity was concentrated in oil/gas, metals/mining, semiconductors and software sectors, it
has become even more concentrated in oil/gas as a result of the recent spike in prices and management focus on return of
capital. Upward revisions to Oil & Gas operating cash ﬂow have well exceeded the upward revisions to sector capex. Most
other sectors are spending incrementally more in capex + R&D without a requisite increase in operating cash ﬂow.
We see an additional gap of $0.9 tn needed (assuming corporate spare capacity is deployed) which could come from
governments and/or individuals. As we note later in the report, we see rising government incentives/investment in Europe
post Russia’s invasion of Ukraine.
Exhibit 3: An incremental $2.8 trillion of Green Capex is needed per year in the 2020s to
support Net Zero, Infrastructure and Clean Water pathways
Green Capex in the Net Zero scenario
Incremental
Infrastructure,
$0.8

Legacy
Infrastructure
Capex, $1.7

Legacy Net Zero
Capex, $1.2

$6 tn
Legacy Clean
W ater Capex,
$0.2

Incremental Clean
W ater, $0.2

Incremental Net
Zero, $1.8

Source: World Bank, IEA, McKinsey, OECD, Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research
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Exhibit 4: The Net Zero, Infrastructure and Clean Water mosaic
Critical technologies/focus areas and annual investment in the 2020s to achieve Net Zero, Infrastructure and Clean Water needs

Source: IEA, McKinsey, OECD, Company data, Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research
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Exhibit 5: We believe the private sector is still on track for $0.9 tn — despite a different
public/private companies mix vs. prior reports — of the incremental $2.8 tn Green Capex
needed annually in the 2020s — with a greater mix from public companies, more than offset by
a decline in our expectations from private equity funds. We see potential for $1.0 tn of
additional Green Capex from publicly traded companies based on estimated spare capacity
Components of incremental annual investment needed this decade to meet Net Zero, infrastructure
and clean water goals, $ trillion
$3.0

$0.9 tn

$2.8 tn

$2.5
$1.0 tn

$2.0
$1.5

We believe we are still
currently on track for $0.9 of
the total $2.8 tn needed
$0.3 tn

$1.0
$0.6 tn
$0.5

$0.0
Projected from
Projected from
Spare capacity
public companies private companies
from public
companies

Additional
investment
needed

Source: IEA, OECD, McKinsey & Company, FactSet, Preqin, Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research
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Capex + R&D expectations have moved higher in recent months, with modest increase in
reinvestment rate
Consensus expectations for overall capex + R&D on the rise — Capex + R&D consensus CAGR in 2021-24 now 5.3%
vs. 2.5% previously for key sectors relevant for Green Capex. Since our latest update in December 2021, we have seen
consensus estimates for yoy capex + R&D growth rise for 2022 and remain relatively ﬂat for 2023. Expectations now call for
11% yoy growth in 2022 and 3% in 2023 (vs. about 5%/3% previously) — see Exhibit 6. Among sectors most aligned with
the Green Capex mosaic, we note a considerable increase in consensus 2022E Capex + R&D YoY growth expectations; in
particular FactSet consensus calls for Utilities and Clean Energy to grow 7.7% in 2022E (vs. 0.8% prior), while other Green
Capex sectors are projected to see 2022E Capex + R&D increasing by 10.7% (vs. 3.9% prior). Taking into account revisions
to 2021 based on reported data, Capex + R&D annual growth in 2021-24 for Green Capex-critical sectors is now expected to
be 5.3% vs. 2.5% 6 months ago), based on FactSet consensus.
We continue to assume Green mix shift consistent with our forward-looking analyst estimates. Solely applying overall
capex + R&D growth does not factor in mix shift towards Green Capex, an important driver of Green Capex, in our view. As
we detailed in our November 2021 ESG of the Future report, our forward-looking forecasts for Green Revenue and Green
Capex mix by analysts across 19 sectors implies an annual 1.3% increase in weighting in Capex towards sustainable use
cases through 2025E. Given potential for further upside, in our scenario analysis we round this to 1.5% and apply the mix
shift to capex and R&D across all sectors.
We raise our expectation for incremental annual Green Capex on track this decade from publicly traded companies
to $0.6 tn from $0.5 tn. We incorporate overall capex + R&D CAGRs YoY growth expectations in 2022-23 as detailed in
Exhibit 6 and a 3.5% longer term, combined with a 1.5% per year Green mix shift. The 3.5% long-term CAGR is larger than
what consensus estimates expect for yoy growth in 2023 and 2024 but reﬂects our expectation that consensus expectations
could move higher with greater clarity on avenues for corporates to reinvest cash ﬂow and given trends we see in
opportunities/needs for investment. Together this implies $0.6 trillion in higher annual Green Capex on average this decade
(Exhibit 7) when applied across the >7,000 companies in our GS SUSTAIN database.
We see a slightly higher reinvestment rate in 2022 and 2023 vs. our Oct. 2021 Green Capex: Making Infrastructure
Happen report, though the reinvestment rate continues to fall vs. the historical average between 2000 and
mid-2010s. Current estimates indicate reinvestment rates of cash ﬂows into capex+ R&D still on the decline vs. the
historical highs in the 2000s, now forecast at 52% in 2022E, 50% in 2023E and 49% in 2024E — see Exhibit 8. This
represents a 1-2 percentage point upward revision vs. our Oct. 2021 Green Capex report — please see Exhibit 9. While this
is incrementally positive towards Green Capex initiatives, reinvestment rates into capex + R&D would still need to move
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considerably higher in order to bridge at least partially the gap needed to achieve the full incremental $2.8 tn annual Green
Capex needed in the 2020s on path to Sustainable Development Goals.
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Exhibit 6: Capex + R&D FactSet consensus expectations have moved higher since our last update published in early February, with annual growth in 2021-24 from Green Capex sectors now
expected to be 5.3% vs. 2.5% previously
Overview of Capex + R&D YoY growth for Green Capex sectors (excluding Oil & Gas and Energy Equipment and Services), based on FactSet consensus; Total line includes all sectors (not just Green Capex
sectors)
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-4.4%
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0.4%
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Green Capex sectors
Utilities and Clean Energy
Other Green Capex sectors
Total

8.6%
4.2%
9.7%
10.1%

10.1%
7.7%
10.7%
11.2%

1.1%
1.7%
1.0%
2.9%

1.7%
2.3%
1.6%
2.0%

5.3%
4.0%
5.7%
6.5%

2.5%
3.9%
2.0%
4.2%

Arrows refer to revisions in consensus Capex + R&D yoy growth estimates, current estimates vs. 6/3/1-month old estimates. Green arrow: revision >1%. Yellow arrows: revisions between -1% and +1%. Red arrow: revision below -1%.
Source: FactSet, Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research
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Exhibit 7: We now see incremental Green Capex from
publicly traded companies would be $1.2 tn by 2030, with an
annual average of $0.6 tn in the 2020s — in a scenario
where the percent weighting for publicly traded companies
of Green investments across all sectors were to rise at a
1.5% annual pace and overall capex + R&D grows at a 3.5%
CAGR (vs. 3.0% in our prior reports)

Exhibit 8: Reinvestment Rates of cash ﬂows into Capex +
R&D have declined to near 52% vs. the historical average of
60%-70% between 2000 and mid-2010s

Exhibit 9: Consensus expectations for reinvestment rate of
operating cash ﬂow back to Capex + R&D has risen slightly
since our Oct. 2021 report by about 1-2 percentage points

Weighted average reinvestment rate, (capex + R&D) /
(operating cash ﬂow + R&D), split by D&A and implied
reinvestment into growth; excludes Financials and Real Estate

Consensus estimates for reinvestment rates of cash ﬂows into
Capex+R&D, 2003 - 2024E — excludes Financials and Real
Estate

Incremental Green Capex at different rates of mix shift and
post-2023 Capex + R&D growth rates. Values in $ tn
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Source: FactSet, Reﬁnitiv Eikon, Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research
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Source: FactSet, Reﬁnitiv Eikon, Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research

Source: Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research
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Implications to corporate returns: Mixed overall, but still favorable momentum in coming years
among Green Capex sectors
In aggregate, average corporate returns across sectors (not just those relevant for Green Capex) remain strong and
have been revised higher, with consensus expectations calling for increase in 2023-24. Our analysts’ estimates imply an
upward revision to industry’s corporate returns in 2022E-2024E — to 12.9% on average in 2022-24E vs. 12.5% previously as
discussed in our Feb. 2 note, referred to all sectors ex. Financials and Real Estate (Exhibit 10). This compares with
pre-pandemic corporate returns of 10.5% in 2019 and 10.9% on average in 2010-2019 average for all sectors.
However, since the end of January, more Green Capex-critical sectors have seen downward CROCI revisions by our
analysts than upward ones. On a weighted average-basis, sectors most critical to Green Capex are currently forecast to
have corporate returns of 10.6%/11.0% in 2022E/2023E — ex. Oil/Gas. This implies a 20 bps downward revision for 2022E
vs. prior estimates from our Feb. 2 report, with 2023E forecast ﬂat. See Exhibit 10.
Many important sectors for Green Capex have average or below-average corporate returns. We continue to expect the
debate on whether focus on Impact should lower the acceptable threshold is likely to continue (Exhibit 12). We believe that
conﬁdence in project returns — both absolute and their momentum — and in measures that would increase cash ﬂow to
accommodate Green investments — will be critical to overcome the possible initial skepticism from managements and
investors towards deploying larger Green Capex. As we have highlighted, we believe sectors with lower corporate returns
may need three factors to improve returns and receive greater investor credit for incremental Green Capex:
n

Inﬂation, i.e., higher product prices

n

Innovation, i.e., lower costs

n

Policy support

While Utilities (Electric/Multi/Water) have below-average corporate returns, they are in a unique position due to their
regulated status and may not be held to the same corporate returns standards as other sectors. However, given Utilities’
leverage proﬁle and already-high reinvestment rates, fully ﬁnancing incremental Green Capex may warrant equity issuance.
We continue to see positive momentum in corporate returns among Green Capex-critical sectors. We note that, on a
2023E vs. 2019 basis, our analyst forecasts imply corporate returns are expected to improve for the majority (14) of Green
Capex-critical sectors: Air Freight & Logistics, Airlines, Automobiles, Auto Components, Building Products, Electrical
Equipment, Electronic Equipment, Energy Equipment & Services, Machinery, Metals & Mining, Oil & Gas, Road & Rail,
Semiconductors and Software. Corporate returns are expected to remain ﬂat on a 2023E vs. 2019 basis for Diversiﬁed
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Telecom, Electric Utilities and Transportation Infrastructure, and to decline for the remaining sectors: Construction &
Engineering, Construction Materials, IPP & Renewable Electricity Producers, Multi-Utilities, Water Utilities and Wireless
Telecom. As we discussed above, we believe that an improving outlook for corporate returns would be supportive for Green
Capex, demonstrating that such initiatives are either not deteriorating corporate returns or are leading to an improvement in
medium-term or longer-term.
Exhibit 10: CROCI estimates for covered companies have been revised upwards since our Feb.
2 note, projecting about 13% corporate returns in 2022E-2024E
Weighted Average CROCI, all sectors. Comparison of current values (as of June 2) vs. as published in
our Feb. 2 Green Capex note; Green Capex sectors exclude Oil & Gas
15%
14%

All sectors (ex. Fin. &
RE)
Current CROCI

All sectors (ex. Fin. & RE)
CROCI estimates from Feb.

13%
12%

11%
10%

9%
8%

Green Capex Sectors
(ex. O/G)
Current CROCI

Green Capex Sectors
(ex. O/G)
CROCI estimates

7%

Source: Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research
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Exhibit 11: While corporate returns expectations have not degraded overall since late January, there is signiﬁcant differentiation by sector
Overview of current CROCI estimates by sector (based on 2022E/2023E average — horizontal axis) and percentage points difference in 2022E/2023E average CROCI between current and prior (Feb. 2, 2022)
estimates. Vertical line denotes current estimates for average 22E/23E CROCI for all sectors (ex. Financials and Real Estate)
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Exhibit 12: While reinvestment rate has risen, there are still relatively few sectors with above-average corporate returns investing more than 60% of adjusted cash ﬂow in R&D and capex in
2022E — suggesting capacity for further investment
Reinvestment rate vs. cash return on cash invested weighted average by sector for companies covered by GS Research, 2022E
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Exhibit 13: Among the 23 Green Capex-critical sectors, 12 are estimated to have rising corporate returns in 2022E vs. 2019 (with estimates ﬂat for 1 sector and declining for the remaining 10).
In 2023E and 2024E, estimates indicate that 14 and 15 sectors will have rising corporate returns vs. the prior year, respectively.
Overview of sector-level weighted average CROCI in 2019 and 2022E-2024E. Highlighted sectors are forecast to have rising corporate returns throughout the considered period.
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Green Capex spare capacity has expanded, but more concentrated in oil/gas
We raise our forecast for annual Green Capex “spare capacity” from publicly traded companies by 7%, though our
revised forecast still rounds to $1.0 trillion annually. As we detail above, for publicly listed companies, the reinvestment
rate of operating cash ﬂow back into capex and R&D decreased during the past decade from a historical range of 60%-70%
and is now expected on a bottom-up basis to be about 50% in 2022. At the same time, balance sheets are expected to
de-lever from historical levels — net debt/EBITDA ratios are expected to fall to 1.3x in 2022E for companies in GS coverage
— ex. Utilities, Real Estate and Financials. For those sectors that are most critical for Green Capex, we see spare capacity
among publicly traded companies of an additional $1.0 tn per year of Green Capex, should reinvestment rates of cash ﬂows
and R&D into capex return to 70% and balance sheets normalize at 1.5x Net Debt/EBITDA (Exhibit 14). This represents a 7%
increase vs. our prior estimates, though still rounds to $1.0 tn annually.
However, Green Capex spare capacity is even more concentrated (vs. prior estimates) in a handful of sectors. Our
analysis suggests that the sectors where the largest Green Capex spare capacity lies include Oil & Gas, Metals & Mining,
Software and Semiconductors, which account for more than 90% of the total. We believe those four sectors are particularly
relevant due to the following catalysts:
n

Oil & Gas, relevant due to potential for contribution toward carbon capture utilization and storage, biofuels, hydrogen and
renewables — for those pursuing.

n

Metals & Mining, relevant for key products such as copper, aluminum, lithium, nickel, cobalt, which enable downstream
electriﬁcation, automation, efﬁciency (we highlighted copper and aluminum as Greenablers in our Green Capex report).

n

Semiconductors, relevant for energy efﬁciency, automation, electric vehicles, solar — see our deep-dive on
Semiconductors as Greenablers for more details.

n

Software, relevant to cybersecurity (highlighted as a Greenabler theme in our Green Capex report) and
automation/efﬁciency solutions.

Given the increased concentration among those 4 sectors, the willingness, core competencies, and ability to execute on
Green Capex projects — particularly among oil/gas and metals/mining companies — will be critical given the high percentage
of overall spare capacity these sectors represent.
The increase in Green Capex spare capacity is driven by the Oil & Gas sector, which more than offsets the decrease
in spare capacity across the majority of other sectors. The most material shift in Green Capex spare capacity came from
an increase in the Oil & Gas sector, where we revise our expectations higher by almost 60%. This is a function of greater
free cash ﬂow due to higher oil/gas prices. We now see more than $0.6 trillion of Green Capex spare capacity for the Oil &
27 June 2022
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Gas sector vs. $0.4 trillion as reported in our Green Capex: Making Infrastructure Happen report. Please see Exhibit 15. While
more modest, we also note a 3% increase in Green Capex spare capacity among Metals & Mining companies. In our view,
the increase in the potential ability to deploy more capital across commodity producers is primarily attributable to elevated
commodity prices (see our deep-dive on a supply-driven oil price spike for more details) and, given the criticality of Oil/Gas
and Metals & Mining companies in Green Capex spare capacity, underlines to a greater extent the potential for engagement
vs. exclusion and the shift from aspiration to action on path to decarbonization, clean water and infrastructure goals.
We continue to believe the capability to generate favorable returns on Green Capex initiatives — particularly for
those sectors such as Oil/Gas and Metals & Mining that have below-average corporate returns — will be key
regarding managements’ decisions on how to allocate resources vs. returning capital to shareholders. In our view,
investor would “CARE” about Green Capex initiatives based on whether the company can demonstrate:
n

Core competencies in that area

n

Available capital to deploy

n

Returns at the corporate level that are/remain favorable

n

Execution to meet goals and raise revenue contribution from Green initiatives that are material.

Even if this spare capacity were deployed, we would still need $0.9 trillion per year of additional annual investment
to meet Net Zero, Clean Water and Infrastructure goals. We note, however, that government direct investment and
individuals’ investment will be important and a potential driver for some of the gap. Governments and individuals are implied
historically to represent a high percentage of overall capital formation vs. corporate capex + R&D.
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Exhibit 14: We see a c.7% increase vs. our Oct. 11, 2021 report in annual spare capacity for Green Capex from Green Capex-critical sectors based on
70% reinvestment rate and 1.5x leverage — though still rounds to $1.0 tn
Green Capex spare capacity from key relevant sectors needed for Net Zero, Infrastructure and Clean Water goals
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Spare Green Capex capacity considers potential for shift in reinvestment and tolerance for leverage. Reinvestment capacity is based on incremental capex/R&D capacity to achieve a 70% 2022E reinvestment rate of
cash ﬂow. Leverage capacity is based on incremental spending per year over remainder of decade based on difference between 2022E net debt/EBITDA and 1.5x. Diversiﬁed Telecom Services has positive excess
capacity from reinvestment that gets cancelled out by leverage impact.
Source: Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research
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Exhibit 15: The 7% increase in Green Capex spare capacity vs. our prior report is driven by the Oil & Gas sector, one of 4 Green Capex-critical sectors for which spare capacity is forecast on
the rise (while it is expected on the decline for 14 sectors and ﬂattish for 2)
Change in Green Capex spare capacity vs. our Oct. 11, 2021 report — via Greter Reinvestment of Cash Flows into Capex+R&D, Higher Leverage and Total

Change in Green Capex spare capacity vs. our prior report
Driven by Reinvestment Rate
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Green arrows: increase greater than 5%. Yellow arrows: percent change between +5% and -5%. Red arrows: decrease greater than 5%.
Source: Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research
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Economic growth and consumer impact are key risks
Lowering oil demand in the face of a supply shortage has typically taken a price spike and a recession. Global oil
demand has only fallen in consecutive years three times in the past 50. The past two periods in history where we saw a
price spike in oil prices large enough to drive a decrease in demand were 2004-08 and 1979-81. In both these periods, we
also saw concurrent or subsequent global recessions (1982 and 2009). We have seen other periods of economic weakness
such as 2020 (driven by the COVID-19 pandemic) and 1992 (ﬂattening of oil demand after a more modest increase in oil
prices in 1989-91). Overall, lower yoy oil demand has been relatively rare — even during the COVID-19 pandemic, demand fell
only 9% yoy in 2020 and came back sharply in 2021. The focus towards electriﬁcation and cost reduction in cleaner
alternatives like solar/wind provide greater conﬁdence that oil demand via innovation and policy will decrease on a more
secular basis. Our Energy team’s base case under normal economic conditions is that global oil demand will not secularly
decline before 2030. However, underinvestment in supply and the potential/actual disruption of production resulting from the
Russia-Ukraine war is warranting prices high enough to lower demand.
Exhibit 16: Past periods of multi-year demand decreases often occurred concurrent with
spikes in oil prices and slowdowns in global GDP

Exhibit 17: As our Commodities Research team has highlighted, the gap in both wealth and
income in the US has been on the rise for much of the past 40 years

Oil demand growth (left axis), global GDP growth (left axis) and Brent oil price (right axis),
1970-2019
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A longer-than-expected inﬂationary environment, in particular with regard to food and energy prices, could lead to a
greater impact on consumer behavior and pose a risk to corporate cash ﬂows over time in sectors important for
Green Capex. As detailed in our Sustainability implications of an oil price spike report, higher commodity prices have
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refocused attention on the Social aspects of ESG. The spike in commodity prices comes at a time when wealth and income
inequality in the US are at the highest levels in nearly a century — putting additional ﬁnancial burden on low-income
consumers (Exhibit 17). In 2019, energy spending — including gasoline and utilities — represented 23% of after-tax income
for US consumers in the lowest income quintile versus just 4% for those in the top quintile. The gap for food consumption is
even more stark — 36% for consumers in the bottom quintile compared to 8% for those in the top quintile (Exhibit 19). We
believe there are potential implications for both consumer, corporate and government investment in Green Capex if these
inﬂationary pressures are prolonged.
Exhibit 18: Consumer spending on energy consumption represents 23% of annual after-tax
income for the lowest income quintile in the US, versus 4% for the highest quintile

Exhibit 19: Consumer spending on food consumption represented 36% of annual after-tax
income for the lowest income quintile in the US, versus 8% for the highest quintile
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Economic uncertainty could lead to fewer expected global vehicle sales, though EV penetration is expected by our
analysts to remain on track. As recently noted by our Global Auto teams, 2022E global auto sales volumes have been
revised downwards to a 2.1% YoY decline versus a 1.7% YoY increase previously. Key drivers of this change include the
challenging macro environment in China, the US, and India and protracted production constraints. Production volumes have
also been lowered to +2.2% YoY (vs. +5.7% YoY prior) in response to slow progress in resolving semiconductor shortages
and delays with parts procurement due to lockdowns in major cities in China. Our colleagues expect a moderate recovery
trend in both auto production and sales in 2023. Looking at the EV segment, the Global Auto teams have kept the EV
share of total auto sales largely the same, reﬂecting an improvement in the total cost of ownership (TCO) on account of
higher gasoline prices, the launch of new EVs by automakers in response to environmental regulations by governments
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around the world, and front-loaded demand in anticipation of further price hikes for EVs (Exhibit 20).
Exhibit 20: Our Global Auto team have recently revised downwards their expectations for auto
sales in 2022E-25E, while keeping EV weighting unchanged
Global EV sales forecast , June 22 estimates (dark blue) vs January 22 estimates (light blue), and EV
weighting
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Source: IHS Global Insight, IEA, Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research

In recent weeks, our Economics team has revised its US GDP growth forecast for 2022 and 2023 to 2.5% and 1.6%
respectively. In the US, slower economic growth would likely lead to slower growth in business investment and consumer
spending, and higher unemployment. Nevertheless, our economists believe that the US economy will make a soft landing,
with a 35% risk of a recession within the next two years. Our Economics team expects current high levels of inﬂation to
ease in the near term as many central banks from around the world are on path to tighten monetary policy. Our economists
project that headline inﬂation for 2022 will be 7.1% in the US, 8.7% in the UK, and 7.6% in the Euro Area. Our Economics
team expects the FOMC to raise the Federal funds rate by 50 bp in four consecutive meetings in June, July, September and
November, and by 25bp in its December and January meetings. The terminal rate forecast from our economists is
3.25-3.5%. For the Eurozone, our economists believe that higher than expected inﬂation pressure will lead the ECB to end its
asset purchases and start raising interest rates in July.
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Exhibit 21: Our Economists in April highlighted that further supply-side problems are a risk
to their expections of a slowdown in goods inﬂation, which accounts for the entirety of the
forecasted decline in inﬂation in 2022
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Innovation could accelerate in Clean Reliable Energy and Energy Efﬁciency as a result of greater
deployment
We believe higher commodity prices should accelerate innovation with greater focus among policymakers,
corporates and investors on Clean Reliable Energy and Energy Efﬁciency. On the back of renewables deployments and
policy initiatives, we expect hydrogen to likely see acceleration in Europe (particularly driven by the push to reduce reliance
on natural gas imports from Russia), with our EU Energy team noting a 3.5x upward revision in EU’s Green Hydrogen targets
due to REPowerEU. We could see battery storage deployed at an accelerated pace in the US, particularly at the utility-scale.
In addition, we believe energy efﬁciency could become a more impactful theme particularly in regions — such as the US —
where there is a greater potential for initial impact focusing on consumer emissions rather than corporate emissions (please
see our ESG of the Future report on corporate Greenhouse Gas emissions for more details).
We are watching seven key technologies, with particular focus on hydrogen and battery storage. Staying on path with
Sustainable Development Goals will require breakthroughs across multiple green technologies to abate costs and bridge
gaps in economic competitiveness. Focusing on Net Zero targets, the urgency to foster innovation across various
decarbonization technologies is why we believe companies exposed to the themes (see our Green Capex report) will play an
increasing role in the transition towards a low carbon economy and in the long-term. Exhibit 23 highlights 8 critical
technologies — and related innovation areas —that could provide transformational and disruptive solutions to drive
decarbonization in the long-term (see our colleagues’ China de-carbonization: A new eco-system of green tech for more
details).
n

Battery storage: As was discussed during our Global Sustainability Forum and described by our colleagues in The Great
Battery Race report, battery storage is increasingly in focus among managements and investors, which highlighted their
key role for companies’ operations and on path to broader decarbonization targets.

n

Hydrogen: As detailed in its Carbonomics: The Clean Hydrogen Revolution report, our EU Energy team expects global
hydrogen demand to grow between 2x-7x by 2050E vs. 2020, depending on the temperature rise scenario considered.
Particularly on Green Hydrogen In Europe, on the back of policy support from REPowerEU, our colleagues expect 20
Mton of renewable H2 by 2030 (a notable upgrade vs. the 5.6 Mton under the “Fit for 55” initiative), or a >3.5x upward
revision in the same timeframe, stemming from a combination of locally produced and imported volumes.
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Exhibit 23: Innovations across multiple technologies could help lower the cost of decarbonization and introduce new climate solutions
Select focus areas for decarbonization technological innovation
Technologies

Innovation areas
Next gen high cell efficiency technologies

Electrification

Optimization of wafer size and thickness

Technologies
Carbon Capture

Changes in module design
Grid Transmission
Low Carbon
Production & Energy
Conservation
Battery Storage

Ultra-High Voltage (UHV) lines
Equipment and software upgrades

EAF and hydrogen steel production
Graphene based super-fast charging

New capture technologies
Optimization of input costs
Localization of clean hydrogen ecosystems

Low Carbon Fuel

Electrification of construction equipment

Improvements in battery energy density

Innovation areas

Fuel cell vehicles
Gas-fired distributed generation
Sustainable Aviation Fuel (SAF) solutions

Digitalization
Hydrogen

Cost deflations in Silicon Carbide
Improvements in electrolyzers (performance and cost)
Advancements in fuel cells (performance and costs)

Source: Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research, Gao Hua Securities Research

Energy Efﬁciency: Our analysis of consumer vs. corporates greenhouse gas emissions suggests solutions to reduce
consumer emissions might receive greater focus in regions where the opportunity for initial impact focusing on
consumer emissions is greater. We believe energy efﬁciency could become a more impactful theme in countries — like the
US — where consumer emissions represent a greater opportunity for initial impact (please see Exhibit 24 and our ESG of the
Future report on corporate GHG emissions for more details), with deployment of solutions likely to be accelerated by the
recent spike in commodity prices. As we detail in our Green Capex: Making Infrastructure Happen report, achieving Net Zero
targets will require an all-in approach across multiple technology verticals, with investments in Energy Efﬁciency that would
need to exceed $600 bn annually in the 2020s in order to meet those targets. In our view, investor focus could tend to
gravitate towards those companies that are instrumental or levered to Energy Efﬁciency themes. As a result, we see
the opportunity for greater recognition among ESG investors of companies whose products/services can enable greater
energy savings or lower energy consumption, on the residential side (e.g., energy-efﬁcient homes and HVAC products) and
commercial/industrial side (e.g., electriﬁcation and factory automation).
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Exhibit 24: Our indicative index that divides country emissions intensity per $ of GDP by corporate emissions intensity per dollar of revenue suggests
potential greater initial impact from focusing decarbonization efforts on consumers in the US and Japan and on corporates in India and other emerging
markets
Country emissions intensity index / corporate emissions intensity index, 2019
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countries, and stripped bars represent countries with more than 3500 degree days in 2019.
Source: Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research
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Policy support leading to rise in long-term investment in Europe
Policies and government support could play a key role in bridging the gap towards achieving $2.8 tn incremental
Green Capex annually. We note that governments are likely to play a critical role in: (1) supporting Green Capex with
multiple mechanisms — e.g., ﬁscal policy; and (2) providing the necessary regulatory clarity to stimulate additional
engagement in Green Capex from public and private companies. We believe this to be of particular importance to bridge the
$0.9 tn gap in incremental annual Green Capex needed (assuming deployment of public company spare capacity to Green
Capex by corporates or investors), as we detail above. Among policy measures, we note the recent Infrastructure Bill in US,
China’s 14th 5-year plan and EU’s Green Deal as supportive of Green Capex initiatives. In Europe, we note the recent
REPowerEU initiative should generate additional support to Green Capex, with particular regard to renewables, electriﬁcation
and hydrogen verticals, among others. In the US, we are watching for greater details and clarity regarding potential
consideration by Congress of the climate initiatives from the Build Back Better bill, which could provide additional stimulus
towards clean electricity, electric vehicles and energy efﬁciency. Please see Alec Phillips and Joseph Briggs note, Build Back
Later or Build Back Never, for the latest update on our Economics team’s views.

Europe
REPowerEU likely to accelerate Green Capex investments, accelerating the energy transition while protecting
most-exposed consumers. The European Commissions detailed in March 2022 a comprehensive plan — REPowerEU — to
reduce reliance on natural gas imports from Russia, as a response to the conﬂict in Ukraine. We believe all these initiatives
will be supportive of Green Capex investments, which are likely to accelerate, in our view. In its May 18 update, the EU
Commissions outlined faster permitting, higher capacity targets and EU grants/loans to support a 5x acceleration in annual
renewable capacity additions by 2026E-2030E — based on our colleagues’ view. As our European Utilities team wrote:

27 June 2022

n

Renewable targets are to be increased. The Commission proposes to increase the headline 2030 target for renewables
from 40% to 45% under the Fit for 55 package. This includes a dedicated EU Solar Strategy to double solar photovoltaic
capacity by 2025 and install 600GW by 2030.

n

Energy efﬁciency targets to be stepped up. The Commission proposes to enhance long-term energy efﬁciency
measures, including an increase from 9% to 13% of the binding Energy Efﬁciency Target under the ‘Fit for 55’ package of
European Green Deal legislation. As our EU Utilities team has noted, meeting all the goals outlined in the ‘Fit for 55’
package would require the mobilization of €3.7 tn of capital by 2030, in their view. Our Utilities team estimates that more
than half (c.€2.2 tn) could be privately funded investment, carried out for the most part by green energy companies
(Exhibit 26).
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n

Innovation fund to be used for hydrogen development. The Commission will roll out carbon contracts for difference to
support the uptake of green hydrogen by industry and speciﬁc ﬁnancing for REPowerEU under the Innovation Fund,
using emission trading revenues to further support the switch away from Russian fossil fuel dependency.

Our EU Utilities team estimates that the plan would imply more than €1 trn in investments in renewables by 2030,
and c.€0.7 trn in power networks. See Exhibit 25 for more details. This would be paired with further investments in storage
technologies and green hydrogen, beside a strong increase in power demand — thanks to the electriﬁcation push of the
overall economy. REPowerEU is deeply centered on energy security: developing wind and solar is one of the three key pillars
(alongside energy savings and the diversiﬁcation of energy import sources) to reduce fossil fuel imports and boost energy
security. As our colleagues note, the EU aims to reach a renewable installed base of 1,200+ GW by 2030. This would imply:
(1) a c.15% upgrade vs the recent “Fit for 55” plan, (2) a nearly 3.5x increase in the RES installed base vs 2021, and (3) c.100
GW annual additions from now until the end of the 2020s, on average. Our colleagues expect the annual run-rate to approach
c.150 GW annually in the 2nd half of the decade, or 5x larger than the current run-rate. As a reference, this pace would be
broadly similar to the current amount of wind/solar annual additions, globally.
Exhibit 25: Annual investments in wind/solar could rise from c.€25 bn pa in 2016-20, to c.€170
bn by 2030E

Exhibit 26: Fit for 55 plan implies c.€3.7 tn of capital mobilisation by 2030E, more than half in
clean energy investments

Annual capex for renewables evolution in Europe, GSe (€ bn)
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China
China’s 14th 5-year plan encourages more optimized renewables developments, efﬁcient storage (including
hydrogen production), innovation in renewables and market-driven regulation of renewable deployments. On June 1,
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the Chinese government announced the Renewable energy development plan for the 14th 5-year plan period. While most
numerical targets are untouched in regard to the carbon peak action plan (China is targeting an increase in non-fossil energy
consumption to account for 20% of the total, rising to 25% by 2030), the plan proposes (please see our Asia Clean Energy
team note for more details):
n

Optimized development of renewables, particularly on a large-scale, combined with an expansion of power
transitions — for new power lines, renewable energy should be no less than 50% — among other initiatives.

n

Promotion of energy storage and consumption, through accelerated construction of pumped storage — in parallel to a
push to advance other earlier-stage technologies, local consumption of renewable energy and improvements in delivery
and consumption of renewable energy across regions. The plan also encourages hydrogen production utilizing renewable
energy and hydrogen consumption.

n

Innovation-driven, high-quality development of renewable energy, via greater efforts to innovate in renewable
energy technology and improvements in the modernization of renewables industry and supply chains.

n

Achieve market-oriented development of renewable energy by optimizing mechanisms, via streamlining processes
in the renewable energy industry and improving the mechanisms to guarantee renewable energy consumption.

United States
Build Back Better climate initiatives — which may be revisited by Congress in some form — included c.$325 billion in
green energy tax incentives over 10 years, 55% of which directed towards renewables. Most of the green energy
provisions in the Build Back Better Act (BBB) would come in the form of tax credits that incentivize businesses to invest in
and produce renewable energy and low emission fuels, and individuals to make purchases that improve the energy efﬁciency
of their homes and transportation choices. The BBB would extend, and in many cases expand, existing clean energy tax
incentives, making the dollar amounts larger and payment terms more favorable. According to the Congressional Budget
Ofﬁce (CBO), these changes would result in $111 billion in incremental direct Federal spending and $224 billion in potential
loss of government revenues. In addition, the BBB would introduce labor requirement that companies must meet in order to
claim the maximum allowed credit rate.
Based on our Green Capex Mosaic categories, we estimate that about $176 billion of the green energy spending
from BBB would be directed towards renewables, approximately 55% of the total (Exhibit 27). The largest programs
within this category are the extension of the existing renewable electricity Production Tax Credit ($55 billion) and clean
energy Investment Tax Credit ($53 billion), and a potential new clean electricity ITC ($37 billion).
In addition to tax incentives, BBB would also provide approximately $39 billion over ten years in direct funding for
renewable energy, energy efﬁciency and sustainable transportation through the Department of Energy. These include
27 June 2022
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$12.5 billion for residential efﬁciency and electriﬁcation rebates, $7 billion for low-carbon reinvestment in energy
communities, and $6.5 billion for the production of electric and other advanced-technology vehicles. Annual Federal spending
on these three areas have largely stayed ﬂat at around $2 billion on an inﬂation-adjusted basis, over the past decade — in its
budget proposal for FY 2022, the Biden Administration signiﬁcantly increased the budget requested for these areas to $4.3
billion (Exhibit 28). Please see our report on the outlook for US emissions for more details on BBB. We reiterate it is not our
Washington Economics Research team’s base case view that a bill passes this year, and as there is greater clarity on
potential proposals we can compare vs. current policies and what was considered in Build Back Better.
Exhibit 27: Renewables make up more than half of the total green energy tax incentives in the climate portion of the Build Back Better Act
CBO estimates of 10-year green energy spending in the BBB, categorized based on the GS SUSTAIN Green Capex Mosiac
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Exhibit 28: Federal spending on energy efﬁciency, renewable energy, and sustainable transportation have stayed largely ﬂat over the past decade
Annual budget for these three areas within the Department of Energy, FY 2002 - FY 2022
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Total budget for FY 2009 included $16.7 billion in additional funding provided by the American Reinvestment and Recovery Act. Budget for FY2022 does not include funding from the Infrastructure Investment and Jobs
Act.
Source: US Department of Energy, Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research
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Sectors that stand out post our latest update
Ahead of valuation considerations, we believe ESG and generalist investors will look incrementally at investment
attractiveness for stocks of companies exposed to Green Capex based on: (a) corporate returns attractiveness,
resilience and momentum; and (b) spare capacity for reinvestment via free cash ﬂow and balance sheet strength.
These can both capture the ﬁnancial health as well as the opportunity for engagement towards directing capital to
maximize Green Capex or ESG improvement. We consider sectors that stand out in this section.

Corporate returns
Among the 23 Green Capex-critical sectors, Semis and Software are the two where returns expectations have not
degraded since February, are forecast above average and on the rise in coming years. Sector-level estimates for
Semiconductors and Software indicate returns expectations roughly unchanged vs. our Feb. 2 report, above the weighted
average for all sectors ex. Financials and Real Estate of 12.8% (referred to the 2022E/2023E average) and rising in 2023E or
2024E vs. 2022E (Semis returns are forecast to increase in 2023E vs. 2022E, Software returns are expected on the rise in
2023E and 2024E vs. 2022E). See Exhibit 29 for the full overview.
On the back on the favorable corporate returns outlook, we believe Semiconductors and Software could potentially
attract greater appreciation of their role in the Green Capex supply chain. On Semis particularly, we highlighted in our
Greenablers: Semiconductors report the sector’s contribution to emissions avoidance via enabling more energy-efﬁcient
products — in our view, this is a key example of the sector’s impact, still underappreciated among ESG investors.
Importantly however, our analysts on the back of the ﬁrst two days of our Global Semiconductor conference highlighted
company commentary regarding weakness in demand from consumer-facing end markets as well as a shortage of foundry
supply, even as signals for demand from autos and data centers remain robust. On Software, we believe Cybersecurity is a
potentially overlooked area among ESG investors that could receive greater attention, given its critical role in insulating
against cyber-threats as electriﬁcation and digitalization accelerate on path to Decarbonization, Clean Water and Infrastructure
goals.
More broadly, ex. Semis and Software, returns expectations are favorable for 12 other Green Capex-critical sectors. In
particular, our analysis indicates:
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n

Returns expectations have both not degraded vs. our Feb. report and are rising in 2023E or 2024E vs. 2022E for 6
sectors: Automobiles, Energy Equipment & Services, Multi-Utilities, Road & Rail, Transportation Infrastructure
and Wireless Telecomm Services.

n

Returns are expected to be both above average (referred to the 2022E/2023E average, ex. Financial and Real Estate) and
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are rising in 2023E or 2024E vs. 2022E for 4 sectors: Air Freight & Logistics, Building Products, Electronic
Equipment and Machinery. For covered Global Clean Tech companies — mostly inclusive of solar/wind/water/battery
storage/hydrogen — corporate returns have degraded vs. prior reports (mostly due to supply chain pressure and
inﬂationary environment) but are still both above average and projected on the rise.
n

Returns expectations have both not degraded vs. our Feb. report, and are above average (vs. 2022E/2023E average, ex.
Financials and Real Estate) for 2 sectors: Oil/Gas and Metals/Mining. As described in earlier sections, given the
elevated concentration of Green Capex spare capacity in the sectors, we believe investors’ focus on ESG Improvers
could rise — see section below.

Among the 23 Green Capex-critical sectors, reinvestment rates of operating cash ﬂow into capex + R&D are expected
above global average in 2022E/23E for 16. The remaining 7 — Air Freight & Logistics, Building Products, Energy
Equipment, Machinery, Metals & Mining, Oil/Gas and Software — are forecast to have reinvestment rates below average.
We note that Global Clean Tech companies are expected to see reinvestment rates above average.

27 June 2022
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Exhibit 29: Semiconductors and Software are the two sectors for which returns have not degraded, are still above average and are forecast to rise. We highlight 11 other sectors in addition
to Oil & Gas and Metals & Mining that meet two of our three corporate returns criteria
Overview of sectors for which (1) corporate returns analyst estimates have not degraded vs. our Feb. 2 report, (2) estimated corporate returns in 2022E-23E are above average (ex. Financials and Real
Estate) and (3) corporate returns are forecast to rise in 2023E or 2024E vs. 2022E. Bolded sectors have above-average — ex. Financials & Real Estate — reinvestment rate (refers to 2022E-23E average)

Corporate returns are considered not degraded if current estimates are higher than or within 0.2% of prior estimates. Calculations refer to the sector 22E/23E average CROCI.
Source: Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research
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Green Capex spare capacity
We believe the more favorable outlook on corporate returns in Oil & Gas and Metals & Mining sectors could over
time drive greater consideration for ESG Improvers strategies. As seen in Exhibit 29, Oil & Gas and Metals & Mining are
the two sectors for which corporate returns are forecast to not degrade/improve (vs. prior expectations from February) and to
be above-average in 2022E/2023E. We believe the ability to maintain a favorable proﬁle in corporate returns while potentially
deploying more Green Capex will be a key area of focus for investors in selecting which companies to reward — as detailed
earlier and in our Green Capex series, Returns is one of the four pillars of our “CARE” framework, i.e., the lens we believe
investors could use when evaluating companies’ new Green initiatives. As a result, we see opportunity for greater
recognition of ESG Improvers, where investors could potentially reward those companies for which the mix of Green
Revenue/Capex is forecast to increase and/or Greenhouse Gas emissions intensities are projected to meaningfully decline.
Divestment Dilemma: The higher concentration of Green Capex spare capacity could also increase consideration of
engagement (vs. exclusion) strategies for ESG Improvers with favorable free cash ﬂow. Oil & Gas and Metals & Mining
sectors represent a higher portion of the Green Capex spare capacity we see among public companies vs. our prior reports
— now accounting for more than 80% of the total vs. 63% prior — on the back of the inﬂationary commodities’
environment. As we noted in our Divestment Dilemma: Exclude or Engage report, we see a rising debate among investors
as to whether to engage with sectors historically excluded from ESG focus based on quantifying ESG Improvement. As
Green Capex spare capacity grows and becomes more concentrated in the Oil & Gas and Metals & Mining sectors,
we see a rising case for engagement vs. exclusion to have voice in how free cash ﬂow should be redirected (Green
Capex, return to shareholders or base business).
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Green Capex increases have not been appreciated in stock prices over the past six months
Green Capex companies for which consensus Capex + R&D estimates have increased in recent months have not
been rewarded by investors. The strong focus on returning cash to shareholders provides limited visibility on whether
investors — at least initially — will support capex increases not funded by asset sales that result in rising reinvestment rates.
In recent months, stocks in Green Capex sectors for which consensus Capex + R&D expectations have been revised
upwards the most vs. prior estimates have generally underperformed their sector peers, on an average-basis (Exhibit 30) —
for a similar analysis related to the Semiconductors industry, please see our Semiconductors Greenablers report. Part of the
reason for this is likely a debate within each Green Capex sector as to whether the need for expansion is cyclical or secular.
While we believe the need for increased Green Capex is secular, we see normal investor debates over when in the
Capex vs. FCF cycle will drive equity outperformance. We believe for companies increasing capex (particularly on longer
lead time projects), investors are likely to focus on:
n

Whether the increased capex will lead to similar vs. greater vs. lower corporate returns; and

n

The time horizon of the investment cycle and when a company would shift from investment mode to harvest mode
(when projects come online).

Particularly among Greenablers — i.e., those sectors where capital investments are needed more urgently due to longer
project lead-times (see our Green Capex report for more details) — we believe there will likely be a more urgent focus on the
level of Green Capex among Sustainability investors in the coming months and years to have greater conﬁdence in execution
on sufﬁciently expanding electric vehicle penetration, renewables capacity, automation and broader infrastructure, among
other key goals.
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Exhibit 30: Out of the 100 companies with the largest upward revisions in 2022E consensus
Capex + R&D estimates, stocks in Green Capex sectors have generally underperformed their
sector peers

Exhibit 31: Stocks that screen for each of our three Green Capex investment themes have
outperformed respective benchmarks since the beginning of 2020 and the beginning of 2021
but not 2022 YTD

Price performance vs. GICS 3 peers for Green Capex stocks among top-100 companies for which
consensus Capex + R&D estimates have moved upwards the most vs. 6 months ago (blue line), 3
months ago (light blue line) or 1 month ago (gray line)
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How GS SUSTAIN can help
GS SUSTAIN can provide access to proprietary tools and resources to quantify impact and identify ESG Improvers,
enabling greater recognition of underappreciated opportunities across sectors. Our offering of SUSTAIN tools can help
investors to answer ESG questions at the portfolio and security levels, enabling more systematized and quantitative reporting
while providing detailed and transparent data sets for idea generation, security selection and corporate engagement.
n

Our multi-pronged SUSTAIN scoring framework can help provide greater granularity and objectivity for asset
managers in both security selection and reporting. The framework across >7,000 companies includes our recently
introduced Product Alignment framework, based on the SDGs, EU Taxonomy and GS analyst views, and can help
investors cast a wider net in the search for impact ideas aligned to less obvious sustainability themes. Existing pillars
detail performance around sector-speciﬁc environmental and social operational metrics, governance, and controversies.

n

Forward-looking estimates. Looking ahead, we believe investment performance will be more driven by future change
and have taken our ﬁrst steps toward incorporating forward-looking estimates in our proprietary industry analyst inputs,
which now include sustainable product revenue and capex in select industries. Of the more than 3,000 companies under
GS coverage globally, 53% saw a change in net E&S scores as a result of our analyst survey inputs. Furthermore, we
have taken ﬁrst steps to offering quantitative forecasts of sustainable product revenue/capex for ~650 companies in 19
industries. We now add Scope 1 and 2 greenhouse gas emissions for a smaller segment of companies in 7 sectors.

n

EU Taxonomy revenue alignment. We see the EU Taxonomy as one of the most seminal regulatory developments
driving standardization in reporting for corporates/asset managers. Our EU Taxonomy alignment tool maps company
revenues to Taxonomy-deﬁned activities to estimate potential Taxonomy-eligible and aligned revenue based on technical
screening checks where data exist, and “Do No Signiﬁcant Harm” and “Minimum Social Safeguards” criteria.

n

SDG revenue alignment. The UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) have emerged as one of the most commonly
used frameworks for taxonomizing impact across a broad set of sustainability challenges. Our SDG alignment tool
employs granular revenue data, GS analyst inputs and other company metadata to map alignment, exposure and
misalignment to ten of the SDGs we deem to be most investable.

n

ESG fund ownership. Aggregating fund holdings across a universe of ~3,000 ESG funds, we analyze this pool of ESG
assets to better understand trends in ESG ownership at both the sector and company level. The full dataset provides
absolute and momentum ESG ownership detail for well over 10,000 securities.

n

ESG fund ﬂows, valuations and performance. Our ESG Tracker series analyzes the aforementioned ESG fund universe
to gauge ESG fund ﬂow momentum and sizing relative to the broader market, breaking out differences by strategy, fund
type and fund style. The tracker also examines valuation and performance across categories.
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Unless otherwise stated, the individuals listed on the cover page of this report are analysts in Goldman Sachs’ Global Investment Research division.

GS Factor Proﬁle
The Goldman Sachs Factor Proﬁle provides investment context for a stock by comparing key attributes to the market (i.e. our coverage universe) and its sector peers. The four key attributes depicted are:
Growth, Financial Returns, Multiple (e.g. valuation) and Integrated (a composite of Growth, Financial Returns and Multiple). Growth, Financial Returns and Multiple are calculated by using normalized ranks
for speciﬁc metrics for each stock. The normalized ranks for the metrics are then averaged and converted into percentiles for the relevant attribute. The precise calculation of each metric may vary
depending on the ﬁscal year, industry and region, but the standard approach is as follows:
Growth is based on a stock’s forward-looking sales growth, EBITDA growth and EPS growth (for ﬁnancial stocks, only EPS and sales growth), with a higher percentile indicating a higher growth company.
Financial Returns is based on a stock’s forward-looking ROE, ROCE and CROCI (for ﬁnancial stocks, only ROE), with a higher percentile indicating a company with higher ﬁnancial returns. Multiple is
based on a stock’s forward-looking P/E, P/B, price/dividend (P/D), EV/EBITDA, EV/FCF and EV/Debt Adjusted Cash Flow (DACF) (for ﬁnancial stocks, only P/E, P/B and P/D), with a higher percentile indicating
a stock trading at a higher multiple. The Integrated percentile is calculated as the average of the Growth percentile, Financial Returns percentile and (100% - Multiple percentile).
Financial Returns and Multiple use the Goldman Sachs analyst forecasts at the ﬁscal year-end at least three quarters in the future. Growth uses inputs for the ﬁscal year at least seven quarters in the future
compared with the year at least three quarters in the future (on a per-share basis for all metrics).
For a more detailed description of how we calculate the GS Factor Proﬁle, please contact your GS representative.

M&A Rank
Across our global coverage, we examine stocks using an M&A framework, considering both qualitative factors and quantitative factors (which may vary across sectors and regions) to incorporate the
potential that certain companies could be acquired. We then assign a M&A rank as a means of scoring companies under our rated coverage from 1 to 3, with 1 representing high (30%-50%) probability of
the company becoming an acquisition target, 2 representing medium (15%-30%) probability and 3 representing low (0%-15%) probability. For companies ranked 1 or 2, in line with our standard
departmental guidelines we incorporate an M&A component into our target price. M&A rank of 3 is considered immaterial and therefore does not factor into our price target, and may or may not be
discussed in research.

Quantum
Quantum is Goldman Sachs’ proprietary database providing access to detailed ﬁnancial statement histories, forecasts and ratios. It can be used for in-depth analysis of a single company, or to make
comparisons between companies in different sectors and markets.

Disclosures
Distribution of ratings/investment banking relationships
Goldman Sachs Investment Research global Equity coverage universe
Rating Distribution

Global

Investment Banking Relationships

Buy

Hold

Sell

Buy

Hold

Sell

50%

35%

15%

65%

57%

45%

As of April 1, 2022, Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research had investment ratings on 3,143 equity securities. Goldman Sachs assigns stocks as Buys and Sells on various regional Investment Lists;
stocks not so assigned are deemed Neutral. Such assignments equate to Buy, Hold and Sell for the purposes of the above disclosure required by the FINRA Rules. See ‘Ratings, Coverage universe and
related deﬁnitions’ below. The Investment Banking Relationships chart reﬂects the percentage of subject companies within each rating category for whom Goldman Sachs has provided investment banking
services within the previous twelve months.

Regulatory disclosures
Disclosures required by United States laws and regulations
See company-speciﬁc regulatory disclosures above for any of the following disclosures required as to companies referred to in this report: manager or co-manager in a pending transaction; 1% or other
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ownership; compensation for certain services; types of client relationships; managed/co-managed public offerings in prior periods; directorships; for equity securities, market making and/or specialist role.
Goldman Sachs trades or may trade as a principal in debt securities (or in related derivatives) of issuers discussed in this report.
The following are additional required disclosures: Ownership and material conﬂicts of interest: Goldman Sachs policy prohibits its analysts, professionals reporting to analysts and members of their
households from owning securities of any company in the analyst’s area of coverage. Analyst compensation: Analysts are paid in part based on the proﬁtability of Goldman Sachs, which includes
investment banking revenues. Analyst as ofﬁcer or director: Goldman Sachs policy generally prohibits its analysts, persons reporting to analysts or members of their households from serving as an
ofﬁcer, director or advisor of any company in the analyst’s area of coverage. Non-U.S. Analysts: Non-U.S. analysts may not be associated persons of Goldman Sachs & Co. LLC and therefore may not be
subject to FINRA Rule 2241 or FINRA Rule 2242 restrictions on communications with subject company, public appearances and trading securities held by the analysts.
Distribution of ratings: See the distribution of ratings disclosure above. Price chart: See the price chart, with changes of ratings and price targets in prior periods, above, or, if electronic format or if with
respect to multiple companies which are the subject of this report, on the Goldman Sachs website at https://www.gs.com/research/hedge.html.

Additional disclosures required under the laws and regulations of jurisdictions other than the United States
The following disclosures are those required by the jurisdiction indicated, except to the extent already made above pursuant to United States laws and regulations. Australia: Goldman Sachs Australia Pty
Ltd and its afﬁliates are not authorised deposit-taking institutions (as that term is deﬁned in the Banking Act 1959 (Cth)) in Australia and do not provide banking services, nor carry on a banking business, in
Australia. This research, and any access to it, is intended only for “wholesale clients” within the meaning of the Australian Corporations Act, unless otherwise agreed by Goldman Sachs. In producing
research reports, members of the Global Investment Research Division of Goldman Sachs Australia may attend site visits and other meetings hosted by the companies and other entities which are the
subject of its research reports. In some instances the costs of such site visits or meetings may be met in part or in whole by the issuers concerned if Goldman Sachs Australia considers it is appropriate
and reasonable in the speciﬁc circumstances relating to the site visit or meeting. To the extent that the contents of this document contains any ﬁnancial product advice, it is general advice only and has
been prepared by Goldman Sachs without taking into account a client’s objectives, ﬁnancial situation or needs. A client should, before acting on any such advice, consider the appropriateness of the advice
having regard to the client’s own objectives, ﬁnancial situation and needs. A copy of certain Goldman Sachs Australia and New Zealand disclosure of interests and a copy of Goldman Sachs’ Australian
Sell-Side Research Independence Policy Statement are available at: https://www.goldmansachs.com/disclosures/australia-new-zealand/index.html. Brazil: Disclosure information in relation to CVM
Resolution n. 20 is available at https://www.gs.com/worldwide/brazil/area/gir/index.html. Where applicable, the Brazil-registered analyst primarily responsible for the content of this research report, as
deﬁned in Article 20 of CVM Resolution n. 20, is the ﬁrst author named at the beginning of this report, unless indicated otherwise at the end of the text. Canada: This information is being provided to you
for information purposes only and is not, and under no circumstances should be construed as, an advertisement, offering or solicitation by Goldman Sachs & Co. LLC for purchasers of securities in Canada
to trade in any Canadian security. Goldman Sachs & Co. LLC is not registered as a dealer in any jurisdiction in Canada under applicable Canadian securities laws and generally is not permitted to trade in
Canadian securities and may be prohibited from selling certain securities and products in certain jurisdictions in Canada. If you wish to trade in any Canadian securities or other products in Canada please
contact Goldman Sachs Canada Inc., an afﬁliate of The Goldman Sachs Group Inc., or another registered Canadian dealer. Hong Kong: Further information on the securities of covered companies referred
to in this research may be obtained on request from Goldman Sachs (Asia) L.L.C. India: Further information on the subject company or companies referred to in this research may be obtained from
Goldman Sachs (India) Securities Private Limited, Research Analyst - SEBI Registration Number INH000001493, 951-A, Rational House, Appasaheb Marathe Marg, Prabhadevi, Mumbai 400 025, India,
Corporate Identity Number U74140MH2006FTC160634, Phone +91 22 6616 9000, Fax +91 22 6616 9001. Goldman Sachs may beneﬁcially own 1% or more of the securities (as such term is deﬁned in
clause 2 (h) the Indian Securities Contracts (Regulation) Act, 1956) of the subject company or companies referred to in this research report. Japan: See below. Korea: This research, and any access to it, is
intended only for “professional investors” within the meaning of the Financial Services and Capital Markets Act, unless otherwise agreed by Goldman Sachs. Further information on the subject company or
companies referred to in this research may be obtained from Goldman Sachs (Asia) L.L.C., Seoul Branch. New Zealand: Goldman Sachs New Zealand Limited and its afﬁliates are neither “registered
banks” nor “deposit takers” (as deﬁned in the Reserve Bank of New Zealand Act 1989) in New Zealand. This research, and any access to it, is intended for “wholesale clients” (as deﬁned in the Financial
Advisers Act 2008) unless otherwise agreed by Goldman Sachs. A copy of certain Goldman Sachs Australia and New Zealand disclosure of interests is available at:
https://www.goldmansachs.com/disclosures/australia-new-zealand/index.html. Russia: Research reports distributed in the Russian Federation are not advertising as deﬁned in the Russian legislation, but
are information and analysis not having product promotion as their main purpose and do not provide appraisal within the meaning of the Russian legislation on appraisal activity. Research reports do not
constitute a personalized investment recommendation as deﬁned in Russian laws and regulations, are not addressed to a speciﬁc client, and are prepared without analyzing the ﬁnancial circumstances,
investment proﬁles or risk proﬁles of clients. Goldman Sachs assumes no responsibility for any investment decisions that may be taken by a client or any other person based on this research report.
Singapore: Goldman Sachs (Singapore) Pte. (Company Number: 198602165W), which is regulated by the Monetary Authority of Singapore, accepts legal responsibility for this research, and should be
contacted with respect to any matters arising from, or in connection with, this research. Taiwan: This material is for reference only and must not be reprinted without permission. Investors should carefully
consider their own investment risk. Investment results are the responsibility of the individual investor. United Kingdom: Persons who would be categorized as retail clients in the United Kingdom, as such
term is deﬁned in the rules of the Financial Conduct Authority, should read this research in conjunction with prior Goldman Sachs research on the covered companies referred to herein and should refer to
the risk warnings that have been sent to them by Goldman Sachs International. A copy of these risks warnings, and a glossary of certain ﬁnancial terms used in this report, are available from Goldman
Sachs International on request.
European Union and United Kingdom: Disclosure information in relation to Article 6 (2) of the European Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) (2016/958) supplementing Regulation (EU) No 596/2014 of
the European Parliament and of the Council (including as that Delegated Regulation is implemented into United Kingdom domestic law and regulation following the United Kingdom’s departure from the
European Union and the European Economic Area) with regard to regulatory technical standards for the technical arrangements for objective presentation of investment recommendations or other
information recommending or suggesting an investment strategy and for disclosure of particular interests or indications of conﬂicts of interest is available at
https://www.gs.com/disclosures/europeanpolicy.html which states the European Policy for Managing Conﬂicts of Interest in Connection with Investment Research.
Japan: Goldman Sachs Japan Co., Ltd. is a Financial Instrument Dealer registered with the Kanto Financial Bureau under registration number Kinsho 69, and a member of Japan Securities Dealers
Association, Financial Futures Association of Japan and Type II Financial Instruments Firms Association. Sales and purchase of equities are subject to commission pre-determined with clients plus
consumption tax. See company-speciﬁc disclosures as to any applicable disclosures required by Japanese stock exchanges, the Japanese Securities Dealers Association or the Japanese Securities Finance
Company.
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Ratings, coverage universe and related deﬁnitions
Buy (B), Neutral (N), Sell (S) Analysts recommend stocks as Buys or Sells for inclusion on various regional Investment Lists. Being assigned a Buy or Sell on an Investment List is determined by a stock’s
total return potential relative to its coverage universe. Any stock not assigned as a Buy or a Sell on an Investment List with an active rating (i.e., a stock that is not Rating Suspended, Not Rated, Coverage
Suspended or Not Covered), is deemed Neutral. Each region’s Investment Review Committee manages Regional Conviction lists, which represent investment recommendations focused on the size of the
total return potential and/or the likelihood of the realization of the return across their respective areas of coverage. The addition or removal of stocks from such Conviction lists do not represent a change in
the analysts’ investment rating for such stocks.
Total return potential represents the upside or downside differential between the current share price and the price target, including all paid or anticipated dividends, expected during the time horizon
associated with the price target. Price targets are required for all covered stocks. The total return potential, price target and associated time horizon are stated in each report adding or reiterating an
Investment List membership.
Coverage Universe: A list of all stocks in each coverage universe is available by primary analyst, stock and coverage universe at https://www.gs.com/research/hedge.html.
Not Rated (NR). The investment rating, target price and earnings estimates (where relevant) have been suspended pursuant to Goldman Sachs policy when Goldman Sachs is acting in an advisory
capacity in a merger or in a strategic transaction involving this company, when there are legal, regulatory or policy constraints due to Goldman Sachs’ involvement in a transaction, and in certain other
circumstances. Rating Suspended (RS). Goldman Sachs Research has suspended the investment rating and price target for this stock, because there is not a sufﬁcient fundamental basis for determining
an investment rating or target price. The previous investment rating and target price, if any, are no longer in effect for this stock and should not be relied upon. Coverage Suspended (CS). Goldman Sachs
has suspended coverage of this company. Not Covered (NC). Goldman Sachs does not cover this company. Not Available or Not Applicable (NA). The information is not available for display or is not
applicable. Not Meaningful (NM). The information is not meaningful and is therefore excluded.

Global product; distributing entities
The Global Investment Research Division of Goldman Sachs produces and distributes research products for clients of Goldman Sachs on a global basis. Analysts based in Goldman Sachs ofﬁces around the
world produce research on industries and companies, and research on macroeconomics, currencies, commodities and portfolio strategy. This research is disseminated in Australia by Goldman Sachs
Australia Pty Ltd (ABN 21 006 797 897); in Brazil by Goldman Sachs do Brasil Corretora de Títulos e Valores Mobiliários S.A.; Public Communication Channel Goldman Sachs Brazil: 0800 727 5764 and / or
contatogoldmanbrasil@gs.com. Available Weekdays (except holidays), from 9am to 6pm. Canal de Comunicação com o Público Goldman Sachs Brasil: 0800 727 5764 e/ou contatogoldmanbrasil@gs.com.
Horário de funcionamento: segunda-feira à sexta-feira (exceto feriados), das 9h às 18h; in Canada by Goldman Sachs & Co. LLC; in Hong Kong by Goldman Sachs (Asia) L.L.C.; in India by Goldman Sachs
(India) Securities Private Ltd.; in Japan by Goldman Sachs Japan Co., Ltd.; in the Republic of Korea by Goldman Sachs (Asia) L.L.C., Seoul Branch; in New Zealand by Goldman Sachs New Zealand Limited;
in Russia by OOO Goldman Sachs; in Singapore by Goldman Sachs (Singapore) Pte. (Company Number: 198602165W); and in the United States of America by Goldman Sachs & Co. LLC. Goldman Sachs
International has approved this research in connection with its distribution in the United Kingdom.
Effective from the date of the United Kingdom’s departure from the European Union and the European Economic Area (“Brexit Day”) the following information with respect to distributing entities will apply:
Goldman Sachs International (“GSI”), authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority (“PRA”) and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (“FCA”) and the PRA, has approved this research in
connection with its distribution in the United Kingdom.
European Economic Area: GSI, authorised by the PRA and regulated by the FCA and the PRA, disseminates research in the following jurisdictions within the European Economic Area: the Grand Duchy of
Luxembourg, Italy, the Kingdom of Belgium, the Kingdom of Denmark, the Kingdom of Norway, the Republic of Finland, the Republic of Cyprus and the Republic of Ireland; GS -Succursale de Paris (Paris
branch) which, from Brexit Day, will be authorised by the French Autorité de contrôle prudentiel et de resolution (“ACPR”) and regulated by the Autorité de contrôle prudentiel et de resolution and the
Autorité des marches ﬁnanciers (“AMF”) disseminates research in France; GSI - Sucursal en España (Madrid branch) authorized in Spain by the Comisión Nacional del Mercado de Valores disseminates
research in the Kingdom of Spain; GSI - Sweden Bankﬁlial (Stockholm branch) is authorized by the SFSA as a “third country branch” in accordance with Chapter 4, Section 4 of the Swedish Securities and
Market Act (Sw. lag (2007:528) om värdepappersmarknaden) disseminates research in the Kingdom of Sweden; Goldman Sachs Bank Europe SE (“GSBE”) is a credit institution incorporated in Germany
and, within the Single Supervisory Mechanism, subject to direct prudential supervision by the European Central Bank and in other respects supervised by German Federal Financial Supervisory Authority
(Bundesanstalt für Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht, BaFin) and Deutsche Bundesbank and disseminates research in the Federal Republic of Germany and those jurisdictions within the European Economic
Area where GSI is not authorised to disseminate research and additionally, GSBE, Copenhagen Branch ﬁlial af GSBE, Tyskland, supervised by the Danish Financial Authority disseminates research in the
Kingdom of Denmark; GSBE - Sucursal en España (Madrid branch) subject (to a limited extent) to local supervision by the Bank of Spain disseminates research in the Kingdom of Spain; GSBE - Succursale
Italia (Milan branch) to the relevant applicable extent, subject to local supervision by the Bank of Italy (Banca d’Italia) and the Italian Companies and Exchange Commission (Commissione Nazionale per le
Società e la Borsa “Consob”) disseminates research in Italy; GSBE - Succursale de Paris (Paris branch), supervised by the AMF and by the ACPR disseminates research in France; and GSBE - Sweden
Bankﬁlial (Stockholm branch), to a limited extent, subject to local supervision by the Swedish Financial Supervisory Authority (Finansinpektionen) disseminates research in the Kingdom of Sweden.

General disclosures
This research is for our clients only. Other than disclosures relating to Goldman Sachs, this research is based on current public information that we consider reliable, but we do not represent it is accurate or
complete, and it should not be relied on as such. The information, opinions, estimates and forecasts contained herein are as of the date hereof and are subject to change without prior notiﬁcation. We seek
to update our research as appropriate, but various regulations may prevent us from doing so. Other than certain industry reports published on a periodic basis, the large majority of reports are published at
irregular intervals as appropriate in the analyst’s judgment.
Goldman Sachs conducts a global full-service, integrated investment banking, investment management, and brokerage business. We have investment banking and other business relationships with a
substantial percentage of the companies covered by our Global Investment Research Division. Goldman Sachs & Co. LLC, the United States broker dealer, is a member of SIPC (https://www.sipc.org).
Our salespeople, traders, and other professionals may provide oral or written market commentary or trading strategies to our clients and principal trading desks that reﬂect opinions that are contrary to the
opinions expressed in this research. Our asset management area, principal trading desks and investing businesses may make investment decisions that are inconsistent with the recommendations or
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views expressed in this research.
The analysts named in this report may have from time to time discussed with our clients, including Goldman Sachs salespersons and traders, or may discuss in this report, trading strategies that reference
catalysts or events that may have a near-term impact on the market price of the equity securities discussed in this report, which impact may be directionally counter to the analyst’s published price target
expectations for such stocks. Any such trading strategies are distinct from and do not affect the analyst’s fundamental equity rating for such stocks, which rating reﬂects a stock’s return potential relative to
its coverage universe as described herein.
We and our afﬁliates, ofﬁcers, directors, and employees, excluding equity and credit analysts, will from time to time have long or short positions in, act as principal in, and buy or sell, the securities or
derivatives, if any, referred to in this research.
The views attributed to third party presenters at Goldman Sachs arranged conferences, including individuals from other parts of Goldman Sachs, do not necessarily reﬂect those of Global Investment
Research and are not an ofﬁcial view of Goldman Sachs.
Any third party referenced herein, including any salespeople, traders and other professionals or members of their household, may have positions in the products mentioned that are inconsistent with the
views expressed by analysts named in this report.
This research is not an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy any security in any jurisdiction where such an offer or solicitation would be illegal. It does not constitute a personal recommendation
or take into account the particular investment objectives, ﬁnancial situations, or needs of individual clients. Clients should consider whether any advice or recommendation in this research is suitable for
their particular circumstances and, if appropriate, seek professional advice, including tax advice. The price and value of investments referred to in this research and the income from them may ﬂuctuate.
Past performance is not a guide to future performance, future returns are not guaranteed, and a loss of original capital may occur. Fluctuations in exchange rates could have adverse effects on the value or
price of, or income derived from, certain investments.
Certain transactions, including those involving futures, options, and other derivatives, give rise to substantial risk and are not suitable for all investors. Investors should review current options and futures
disclosure documents which are available from Goldman Sachs sales representatives or at https://www.theocc.com/about/publications/character-risks.jsp and
https://www.ﬁadocumentation.org/ﬁa/regulatory-disclosures_1/ﬁa-uniform-futures-and-options-on-futures-risk-disclosures-booklet-pdf-version-2018. Transaction costs may be signiﬁcant in option strategies
calling for multiple purchase and sales of options such as spreads. Supporting documentation will be supplied upon request.
Differing Levels of Service provided by Global Investment Research: The level and types of services provided to you by the Global Investment Research division of GS may vary as compared to that
provided to internal and other external clients of GS, depending on various factors including your individual preferences as to the frequency and manner of receiving communication, your risk proﬁle and
investment focus and perspective (e.g., marketwide, sector speciﬁc, long term, short term), the size and scope of your overall client relationship with GS, and legal and regulatory constraints. As an
example, certain clients may request to receive notiﬁcations when research on speciﬁc securities is published, and certain clients may request that speciﬁc data underlying analysts’ fundamental analysis
available on our internal client websites be delivered to them electronically through data feeds or otherwise. No change to an analyst’s fundamental research views (e.g., ratings, price targets, or material
changes to earnings estimates for equity securities), will be communicated to any client prior to inclusion of such information in a research report broadly disseminated through electronic publication to our
internal client websites or through other means, as necessary, to all clients who are entitled to receive such reports.
All research reports are disseminated and available to all clients simultaneously through electronic publication to our internal client websites. Not all research content is redistributed to our clients or
available to third-party aggregators, nor is Goldman Sachs responsible for the redistribution of our research by third party aggregators. For research, models or other data related to one or more securities,
markets or asset classes (including related services) that may be available to you, please contact your GS representative or go to https://research.gs.com.
Disclosure information is also available at https://www.gs.com/research/hedge.html or from Research Compliance, 200 West Street, New York, NY 10282.
© 2022 Goldman Sachs.
No part of this material may be (i) copied, photocopied or duplicated in any form by any means or (ii) redistributed without the prior written consent of The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc.
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